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oracle bdc is an application that provides administrators the ability to create an extensible set of
business services using the java language. oracle bdc consolidates the semantics of multiple
applications into a central, easily accessible, and auditable system. you can use oracle bdc to create,
integrate, and maintain an extensible set of b2b (business to business) applications. oracle services
server is an administration tool used to manage web services. unlike the oracle web listener, oracle
services server allows you to build your service definitions using the java language. you can use
oracle services server to create, configure, and maintain a set of internal and external web services.
oracle database 11g enterprise edition manages the structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
data used by a business. with oracle database 11g, you can create, manage, and backup archive
databases, explore data, and perform analytical queries against a database instance. the second
vulnerability -- uninitialized pointer references -- has probably been around for several years, and
affects every single jvm, sun's included. the 1.8 bug has been reported to oracle in february 2010,
but they say it is very low risk to customers. the exploit requires a malicious user to persuade the
user to download an oracle java security patch, and run an unpatch-able script, and other "excuses."
so it could easily get into the wild through unknown channels. because many hosts use linux and
other unix-like systems, it is essential that oracle jinitiator 1.8.2 as well as all previous versions are
removed from the host. jinitiator does not require root access, but it is not wise to leave it installed
on a host with the possibility of it being hacked. doing this on a host which has an active oracle java
exploit which can compromise oracle systems is the worst thing you can do (see previous point on
getting the users to download the patch).
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The following table lists the current supported browsers and operating systems for Oracle Application
Server Wireless software. (Beginning with Java 8 Update 100, Java SE 8). Some browsers have

additional requirements and steps for operating in some specific situations that are out of the scope
of OracleAS Wireless. Additionally the browser download links in this document are for specific

versions of the browser. The ''Oracle" links are for Oracle Enterprise Applications with Oracle Forms
Applications installed. The ''Java" links are for Oracle Forms Applications only. (See "Existing browsers

and operating systems" below for more details). To resolve this problem can be done as a
workaround. Its a good option to uninstall this profile from Oracle applications 11g (11.1.2.0.2). After

the installation runs smoothly can then re-create a new profile for further connection. When you
create a security option using the Oracle Database security account types, a dialog box is displayed.
You can modify the following information: Enter a database security option name Select the access

that you want to assign Enter the user or group that should use the security option 1.10 Oracle
Database Security Oracle Database Security is a new account type that allows customers to create a

role from the Oracle Enterprise Manager menu. You can assign this new account type to a user to
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restrict access to Oracle Databases and enable other applications to use the user's security, such as
LDAP or Kerberos. The Oracle Database security account type is enabled by default. You can use the
Oracle Database security account types to create a role from the Oracle Enterprise Manager menu.

This is similar to the Java account types and the Oracle Express account types. 5ec8ef588b
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